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Press release 

Ulferts & Wittrock orders another 31 Liebherr 
mobile cranes 
 
• Ulferts & Wittrock places another large order 
• Expansion of its 5-axle class with a number of LTM 1150-3.1 cranes 
• Ulferts & Wittrock Group active throughout Germany 
 
Over the last two years, the Ulferts & Wittrock Group has taken delivery of eighty new 
Liebherr mobile cranes. Another order package for 31 cranes for delivery this year 
was signed recently. Ulferts & Wittrock is modernising its nationwide crane fleet with 
new Liebherr cranes. The cranes range from the LTM 1040-2.1 to the LTM 1250-5.1. 
Around one-third of the machines ordered are in the 5-axle class. 

Ehingen / Donau (Germany), 9 March 2021 – The new order package includes a large 

number of the new LTM 1150-5.3. Marcus Wittrock, Managing Partner at Ulferts & Wittrock, 

explains: “The new Liebherr 150 tonne crane enables us to expand our 5-axle class perfectly 

as it delivers excellent lifting capacities, a very long telescopic boom and can carry a good 

deal of ballast on public roads.” 

Liebherr unveiled the LTM 1150-5.3 in October last year as the successor to the successful 

LTM 1130-5.1. With a maximum lifting capacity of 150 tonnes and a 66 metre telescopic 

boom, it is the perfect addition to Liebherr’s crane range below the 180 tonne LTM 1160-5.2. 

The 10 percent longer telescopic boom compared to its predecessor will, on average, hoist 

15 percent higher loads with both maximum and part ballast. And with this in mind, the 

Liebherr engineers have produced a minor miracle – the new crane has the same low gross 

weight as its predecessor. With an axle load of twelve tonnes, the crane can carry nine 

tonnes of ballast on public roads. 

Ulferts & Wittrock and Liebherr have had a long term partnership. “We feel that Liebherr 

takes good care of us. The cranes are state of the art in technical terms. Furthermore, they 

retain the value very well and are therefore in great demand as used cranes”, are the 

reasons Temmo Niekamp, also a Managing Partner at Ulferts & Wittrock, says are behind 

the company’s decision to continue to modernise its crane fleet with Liebherr mobile cranes.   
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Managing Partner Oliver Herrmann continues: “In our industry, the high availability of cranes 

is essential. That means we are reliant on excellent after-sales service with reliable, fast 

supplies of spare parts. That is where Liebherr is exemplary.” 

The Ulferts & Wittrock Group 

Ulferts & Wittrock was founded in Oldenburg in 1989 and started its journey to become a 

logistics service provider in the heavy load sector with five mobile cranes. The company grew 

steadily as the number of wind turbines requiring erection increased. Today, Ulferts & 

Wittrock has a number of sites in Germany and a fleet of the very latest mobile cranes with 

lifting capacities between 30 and 600 tonnes, crawler cranes with lifting capacities between 

130 and 650 tonnes, mobile construction cranes, work platforms and telescopic forklift trucks 

as well as various heavy haulage trucks.  

 

About Liebherr-Werk Ehingen GmbH 
Liebherr-Werk Ehingen GmbH is a leading manufacturer of mobile and crawler cranes. Its range of mobile cranes 

extends from 2-axle 35 tonne cranes to heavy duty cranes with a lifting capacity of 1200 tonnes and a 9-axle 

chassis. Its lattice boom cranes on mobile or crawler crane chassis deliver lifting capacities of up to 3000 tonnes. 

With universal boom systems and extensive additional equipment, they can be seen in action on construction 

sites throughout the world. The Ehingen site has a workforce of 3,500. Extensive, global service guarantees the 

high availability of Liebherr mobile and crawler cranes. In 2019, the Liebherr plant in Ehingen recorded a turnover 

of 2.1 billion euros. 

About the Liebherr Group 
The Liebherr Group is a family-run technology company with a widely diversified product range. The company is 

one of the largest manufacturers of construction machines in the world, but also supplies technically advanced, 

user-focused products and services in many other sectors. The group currently comprises more than 140 

companies based in every continent of the world, has a workforce of over 48,000 and recorded a consolidated 

total turnover of more than 11.7 billion euros in 2019. Since it was founded in 1949 in Kirchdorf an der Iller in 

southern Germany, Liebherr’s aim has been to win customers by supplying high quality solutions and to 

contribute to technological progress. 
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The Ulferts & Wittrock Group is modernising its crane fleet with Liebherr mobile cranes. 

 

 
 
Contact person 
Wolfgang Beringer 
Marketing and Communication 
Phone: +49 7391 / 502 - 3663 
Email: wolfgang.beringer@liebherr.com  
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